Test Your USS Monitor Knowledge

Down
1. A kitchen artifact from the USS Monitor
3. Name of the CSS Virginia before the Confederates captured her
6. Large government organization that protects the USS Monitor
7. The study of history using the things that people leave behind
8. The huge mechanical claw that picked up the turret
9. Union President during the Civil War
12. How many cannons did the USS Monitor have?
15. One way to record a shipwreck (hint: Kodak could help with this)

Across
2. Name of a current that passes by the USS Monitor
4. Month that the USS Monitor fought the CSS Virginia
5. Metal that the USS Monitor is made of
10. Ocean in which the USS Monitor sank
11. Name of the iron clad ship that fought the USS Monitor on March 9th
13. The USS Monitor sank on what Holiday?
14. Reason that the USS Monitor sank
15. Writing tool used by underwater archaeologists
16. Most unique part of the USS Monitor
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